
PHOTO: When it comes to female pop stars, they are
both the objectifier and the objectified.
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Don't call Beyonce's sexual empowerment
feminism
By Ruby Hamad
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Some of the biggest female pop
stars in the world are helping
perpetuate an oppressive view of
women's sexuality while
remaining free of most of the
negative consequences, writes
Ruby Hamad.

Last week, the allegations of sexual
predation and coercion that have
dogged Terry Richardson since
2010 resurfaced as Charlotte
Waters became the latest model to
accuse the famous photographer of
sexual assault.

According to Waters, she was just 19 when, during a shoot, Richardson had her
pose on the couch with her back to him: "I literally felt him come over and start
licking my ass."

For the first time, Richardson has responded to the accusations, writing an open
letter denouncing all allegations against him as "an emotionally-charged witch
hunt".

This led Jezebel to publish an article by Dodai Stewart titled Who Supports and
Funds Terry Richardson? Stewart writes:
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Shooting a model and then whipping out your dick and suggesting she
touch it may not technically be a threat or coercion, but it's also not very
professional, and creates a problematic dynamic, since a model is meant
to be guided by and obey a photographer. And yet! Terry Richardson is
getting lots of work.

Stewart then lists all of Richardson's magazine clients. But what she doesn't
include (or mention except in passing) is that Richardson is also funded by
several powerful female pop stars. Beyonce, Lady Gaga, Miley Cyrus, and
Rihanna are four of the biggest names in music and all have recently collaborated
with the photographer on music videos, photo shoots, concerts, or a combination
of the above.

If we are naming and shaming those that keep Richardson employed, then to
what extent should we also hold these businesswomen responsible for funding
and supporting an alleged sexual predator?

Calling out rape culture tropes in pop culture is nothing new to mainstream
feminism. Male artists such as Eminem, Kanye West and most recently Robin
Thicke have been targeted for objectifying women as well as perceived
glorification of gendered violence in their lyrics and music videos.

But just as there is a willingness to overlook the support Richardson continues to
enjoy from female pop singers, these same critics have a blind spot when it
comes to female musicians perpetuating sexism.

Beyonce's recent eponymous album was hailed as a feminist victory, primarily
because it sampled Chimamanda Ngozi Adiche's famed speech 'We should all be
feminists', in the single Flawless.

However, the album also contains the hit Drunk In Love, a collaboration with
husband Jay Z, in which the rapper sings (and Beyonce echoes), "Eat the cake,
Anna Mae", a reference to a scene in the Tina Turner biopic What's Love Got to
Do With It, in which Ike Turner assaults her. This apparent celebration of
domestic violence has done nothing to quell Beyonce's reputation as a feminist
warrior.

But references to sexual violence pale in comparison to pop music's relentless
objectification of women's bodies. Whether he is guilty of assault or not, there is
no doubt Terry Richardson's photography objectifies women. As such, the
eagerness of rich and powerful women to work with him is indicative of a dilemma
facing feminists today.
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How do we address the role of female pop singers in perpetuating women's
objectification without appearing anti-woman or attracting the dreaded
accusations of 'slut-shaming'?

Scorning women for having sex is a real problem and it is imperative that
feminism work to dismantle society's sexual double standards. Pointing out
objectification is not the same as shaming women for being sexual, which is why
feminism distinguishes between the objectifier and the objectified. Criticism of
PETA, the animal rights organisation that frequently uses women's naked bodies
in their campaigns, for example, is directed at the organisation itself, not the
women who pose in their advertisements.

But when it comes to female pop stars, they are both the objectifier and the
objectified. More titillation than sexual liberation, their performances add to
society's perception of women as eye candy. Yes, it is primarily their own bodies
they are using, but when these images are put in the public domain in order to
sell a product, it becomes about representation and commodification.

Of course, it's not primarily their fault. Pop stars operate in a wider context that
generally gives women two options: sex object or modest virgin. It's not surprising
many will choose the former. But a slightly longer straw is not empowerment. If
mainstream pop music were really open to all expressions of female sexuality
and not simply presenting women's bodies as objects to be ogled, then we
wouldn't be seeing the same body types in the same poses again and again.

And so these always skinny and always pretty women swing naked on wrecking
balls and stripper poles because this guarantees page views and downloads.
They may do so under the guise of empowerment, but, when a 'feminist' music
video could pass for a scene out of True Detective or Underbelly, then it doesn't
subvert patriarchy - it perpetuates it. It's not a coincidence that the very video in
which Cyrus, who calls herself 'one of the biggest feminists', pouts atop that
wrecking ball is directed by no other than Terry Richardson.

It is the biggest pop stars - those with the most agency over their image - that are
pushing these boundaries. And this is why they are culpable in perpetuating
society's oppressive view of women's sexuality: as mega successful performers,
millionaires many times over, they are free from most of the negative
consequences of objectification, a luxury most women are not afforded.

For all the talk of the mainstreaming of porn, the reality for ex-porn stars that try
and move into more conventional occupations is rejection once their past comes
out. Women whose naked or near-naked images make their way onto the internet
are more likely to end up ostracised than empowered.
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We cannot pretend that pop singers exist independently of the sexist system from
which they benefit, the same system that celebrates men like Terry Richardson.
That women who reach the upper echelons of the music industry rely on women's
objectification to maintain their status, and turn a blind eye to allegations of
sexual assault, sends us a very powerful message: the rich and famous exist in
their own world and play by their own rules.

Pop superstars may pay lip service to feminism and women's equality when it
suits them, but like their famous photographer friend, their relative power and
celebrity insulates them from the worst repercussions of sexism and women's
objectification. That burden falls on to the rest of us to bear.

Ruby Hamad is a Sydney-based writer and filmmaker. View her full profile here.
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Comments for this story are closed, but you can still have your say.

Alison Cann:
Ruby, 
Why are you promoting a falsehood?
It is a total waste of time to comment any further.
This is what the public will get if Free Speech rules are deregulated.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 2:59:51pm

Gody A.:
Alison Cann - why are you promoting patriarchy? Fact is that almost all our Pilgrims,
Priests, Philosophers and Politicians
are male, while almost all images of nudity (as the Bishop said to the actress) are
that of a female. 

As for accusing Ruby with promoting a falsehood, know that falsehoods populate
the eyes and the I's of the beholder.

As for free speech, I'm all in favour. Although, would you shout FIRE in a crowded
cinema?

20 Mar 2014 3:58:14pm
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Alert moderator

foxlike:
Free speech? Ah, don't we just love it, so long as we are not subjected to the
abuses it engenders.

Free for whom? To say what? To whom, about whom? What about the freedom
of the lied-about, abused, bullied, slandered? If the power of free speech is so
precious, then taking responsibility for what you say, broadcast, publish, is
equally significant.

Paedophiles will tell you they are just acting out their right to free speech when
they talk about 'child love'. Pornographers hide behind the free speech banner
when they use actual people to make exploitive and abusive images.

'Free speech' does need to be separated from the right to hold an opinion: even
the most ignorant, ill-informed, hate-filled and stupid lies can pass as 'free
speech'. 

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 5:01:22pm

mike:
"Free for whom? To say what? To whom, about whom? What about the
freedom of the lied-about, abused, bullied, slandered? If the power of free
speech is so precious, then taking responsibility for what you say,
broadcast, publish, is equally significant."

That's what defamation laws are for. As for "pornographers" they are not
generally forcing people into their acting roles, they are paying them well
for it and the actors engage enthusiastically. Finally as for "stupid lies"
they should all be out in the open for all to see and ridicule. That's what
free speech is all about.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 10:47:04pm

Rumba:
How could I then respond to those people with reasoned argument and
logic and make them look like the morons they are or indeed how could I
have told the man insulting both my wife's Japanese ancestry and my
handicap in one breathtaking case of obnoxiousnos that when Andy
Warhol said that everyone got 15 minutes of fame he was referring to
people, not arseholes. Of course as the moron had never heard of Andy
Warhol or the quote he merely looked at me stupidly but anyway......

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 12:44:27am
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dan:
The problem is if you are railing against free speech here then who's free
speech do you believe needs to be removed? Beyonc?'s?

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 10:45:00am

John1:
Alison,

Ruby is giving an opinion, why do YOU want to quell the opinions of those whose
thoughts differ from your own?

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 4:27:50pm

Gomez12:
Why does Ruby want to quell the "artistic creativity" of the artists? Why does
Ruby want to quell their ability to cash in on their looks as much as humanly
possible? Why does Ruby demand to be able to determine what is acceptable
for an entire gender?

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 10:55:47am

Ruby Hamad:
Sorry, what? I'm perplexed.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 4:36:43pm

Adman:
Probably referring to the fact this article is written with the underlying
assumption that Terry Richardson is guilty. It could be seen as slander.

I would also like to add that I find it amusing you state "these always skinny and
always pretty women swing naked on wrecking balls and stripper poles
because this guarantees page views and downloads." When you reference
Jezebel which makes its money out of click bait through making outrageous
claims.

Have you forgotten about their bounty for the the untouched Lena Durnham
photos so soon. They thought she obviously wasn't as pretty as the photos
showed, so they must have been photo shopped. No she wasn't...

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 5:10:58pm

emess: 20 Mar 2014 3:06:34pm
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The problem with this is that you assume that because someone makes an allegation,
then it must be true.

Maybe those women you named as supporting Richardson believe that a person is
innocent until proven guilty. Or maybe their own experiences of dealing with him are so at
variance with the allegations, they don't believe them.

Maybe those women supporting Richardson, being closer to the facts are in a better
position to judge than someone on the other side of the world.

Put it another way.

If someone alleged that you Ruby, were a perpetrator of XYZ unspeakable behaviour,
should everyone ostracise you until you can prove you are innocent? Or do you believe
in one sort of justice for yourself, and another for those you dislike?

It would be a different matter, and your analysis might have some point if it were proven
that Richardson WAS guilty.

As it stands, any defence barrister reading this would quite rightly challenge your
presence in any jury.

Alert moderator

APM:
This isn't about sexuality or anything that men allegedly do to women. It is attention
seeking. The shock value that gets people talking about you that leads to stupid, shallow
people spending money on your horrid product. I find these women prancing around in
their underwear for no apparent reason kinda gross. Its too much information. Twerking
looks demented. I doubt anyone really gets off on that. I don't like the way the male pop
stars 'objectify' women, not because it means much in the real world of gender relations,
but because I find no entertainment value in wobbling bums and ugly thuggish guys
waving their arms around, and bouncy cars, and gold braces and other bling. It looks like
the end of civilisation. Shame its not about the music anymore. Bad taste sells in pop.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 3:10:53pm

Dove:
Right there with you, APM

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 6:14:25pm

Azrael:
Agree completely. The idea that we're attracted to this rubbish is simply bizarre. If
anything, I suspect most guys feel the same way I do - insulted and, frankly, slightly
emasculated.

20 Mar 2014 11:00:46pm
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For the author - would you find it sexually attractive for a guy to flash you when
you're going down the street? No you wouldn't....not even if the guy was pretty
ripped and good-looking. So why would you expect guys to react any differently to
someone thrusting their nudity/sex in one's face?

You might also want to examine the fanbases for these singers. Beyonce and Miley
aren't exactly marketed at men, and most of their fans are young women. That's who
the filmclips are aimed at.

Alert moderator

Megan:
You are right when you say that this "rubbish" is not directed at you. However,
comparing it to someone flashing you on the street is completely different to
what is happening in the music industry. If you were on the street and someone
did that, it would be rude and unexpected, and there would be no guarantee
that you could ignore it or look away. In the music industry, you do not have to
watch or look at anything that makes you personally feel uncomfortable. 

As to who it is directed at, you are correct that it is directed mostly at young
women, people who need someone to get up and show them that they can
dress how they like and do what they want (within reason) and not let anyone
else tell them that they cannot. This is about these women expressing
themselves, not about catering to your whims.

If something makes you uncomfortable, don't watch it, but don't judge it as a
bad thing just because it doesn't match your expectations.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 7:44:14am

Andrew:
But you can't dress and do whatever you want. All actions have
consequences. In general, men do not want to form meaningful
relationships with women who have been sexually promiscuous. That fact
isn't going away anytime soon.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 11:41:28am

JoeBloggs:
Andrew,

You allege that "men do not want to form meaningful relationships with
women who have been sexually promiscuous"

All I can say to you is Poppycock. That maybe the case if you were a man
born in 1899, but it is an utterly invalid statement in this modern age, or to
be exact ever since the sexual revolution.

21 Mar 2014 1:53:25pm
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Alert moderator

boofette:
speak for yourself

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 4:12:04pm

boofette:
So feminism means showing your bum out the bottom of your shorts?? We
men have pulled the greatest magic trick of all time if you think like that

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 4:11:37pm

Fudgsicle:
I agree with much of what you say but I'm still interested in the more interesting and
difficult question that psuedo-feminists like Hamad refuse to ask: why are young
women prepared to, for example, appear naked in Robin Thicke's Blurred Lines
video?

According to Hamad it is because they can't think for themselves. That is not the
statement of a feminist.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 11:24:17am

JoeBloggs:
"why are young women prepared to, for example, appear naked in Robin
Thicke's Blurred Lines video?" - for money of course.

Why are young men prepared to, for example, appear similarly attired in a B105
morning breakfast show advert that shows the female presenter stroking their
oil bodies with a grin from ear to ear (which is her dream of how she would
spend the prize on offer)? The answer is of course because those young men
want the money. Is this just the objectification of men? Is it wrong for them to
sell their sex appeal to make money for themselves?

ps. By constrast the two male presenters of the same radio show chose a rocket
pack and a light saber as their dream choices.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 1:58:43pm

noirmoi:
Exacto!

If we all closed our eyes and only LISTENED to the "music" I'd be betting there
would follow a serious shuffling of ratings in popularity charts.

21 Mar 2014 3:54:17pm
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Videos have become the mode because you can create more fantasy and emotive
reaction visually than can be done through aural only means.

Genuine musician artists don't have to rely on megabuck videos to garner a
following - think Leonard Cohen and Adele amongst others - and the costs of
producing and marketing this style of entertainment , is all loaded onto the cost of
disc/downloads etc.

Alert moderator

Zing:
Women are disenfranchised when men turn them into objects.

When women have the choice to turn themselves into an object, it's empowerment.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 3:14:14pm

gbe:
Give us a break when men turn women into an object or should it be women rent
their bodies to men for sex are then an object for sexual gratification would be more
like it.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 3:39:05pm

A happy little debunker:
Zing,

Women have always had the choice about their objectification.

The biggest purveyors in the public objectification of women are the magazines that
target that same said women.

The largest scorn is reserved, by women, of other women.

Remember the over-blown and disproportionate criticism of that 'misogynist' - now,
prime minister - because he agreed with a leading feminist about cut-waist jackets
on a fulsome figure when asked by an older, female Australian.

What that leading feminist said was actually far more critical and personal in it's
denigration, but apparently that was more socially acceptable - cause a woman said
it.

What message is actually sent when self-identified 'sluts' have a 'slut walk'?

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 4:04:51pm
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Applaudanum:
I have to disagree with your assessment, debunkster, of the particular 'Greer v
Gillard' fracas you refer to.

You see, Greer very clearly criticised the PM's choice of attire on the grounds
that it didn't suit her body type, and then pointed out which part of the body was
the problem. Yet Greer followed the criticism up immediately and loudly with a
phrase along the lines of "Who cares, move on". This follow up points to a
feeling of knowing affinity with the PM and serves as an encouragement to
continue in the face of adversity. Yet this exact follow up has conveniently been
forgotten by commentators who are all too eager to find meaningful conflict out
of blatantly meaningless conflict, while at the same time attempting to show that
both of the participants in the fracas are worthy of derision.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 5:32:30pm

boofette:
If Greer didn't really care, she should of said "who cares - move on"
without commenting on her appearance if it didn't matter to her

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 4:14:35pm

Rachel:
Because we are raised to believe that our only chance of success is via our
sexuality. And it is true for most women, whether it is something as simple as
dressing in skirts and wearing make up, or dancing naked on a pole. We do
have the choice, but it changes the outcomes.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 5:50:47pm

Zing:
It cuts both ways, Rachel.

Women have the choice of whether they comply with the gender demands
of males. And if they fail to conform, they result in negative treatment.

Likewise, men have the choice of complying with gender demands of
females. And if a man decides not to comply with those demands or
expectations, society treats them accordingly. The men can hardly go to a
tribunal and complain that it's unfair.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 6:34:19pm

Megan: 21 Mar 2014 7:49:52am
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That is why it is also important to not that feminism is not about prioritizing
womens issues when it comes to sexual conformity and judgement over
mens issues, but promoting equal change so that everyone is able to be
who they want without having to conform to societies expectations. 

Both are real problems in the world, and people get caught up in the idea
of promoting womens' equality and male bashing that they forget that that
is not equality. But this is not feminism and shouldn't be confused with it.

Alert moderator

Gomez12:
And THAT Megan is precisely the problem with Feminism, by definition it
seeks prioritisation of female issues and is looking increasingly like a
body seeking gender-based dominance. Higher Pay, Less work, Gender
Quota's, Gender based discrimination in Employment, Gender based
priority in Education and so on. It's got nothing to do with equality.

And that was fair at the inception given the unbalanced laws etc of the
time. Now? Not so much. Yes women still face issues, but not in any real
greater amount than men - we simply live in an imperfect society.

Personally I'd LOVE a conversation about equality, where we can all sit
down and talk about our issues and what we can do to make life easier for
all of us.

But we can't have that conversation yet can we? We're still trying to get
past the whole "men are bad because the past" bull-crap. Men are turning
away in droves from feminism because it's not for us, it doesn't respect our
views, want our input or seek an accommodation with us, it whines, bleats,
and then yells yells yells to demand more, and more, and more for the
interest group it represents. 

That group is not me, it's interests are not mine and no longer appear in
the best interests of the community, economy or society, they are not
based in equality or fairness but in revenge and greed.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 11:06:18am

JoeBloggs:
Zing,

Very true

It is rare to see a bearded dreadlocked bogan in an Iron Maiden t-shirt with
a hand rolled fag in his mouth acting as chairman of an ASX list company
or acting as PM, though he may be seen next to the naked pole dancer

21 Mar 2014 11:35:41am
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(and ironically a PM by the name of Rudd).

Similarly male strippers don't normally get to be chariman of the board or
PM, particularly if they are only wearing their g-string and little bow tie.
Though they will most likely be surrounded by a gaggle of fizzing females.

In all cases society (aka men and women) has expectations and treats
people accordingly.

One suspects that readers of womens periodicals rejoice in the superiority
they fell when reading about the failure of other women to conform to
societies expectations created by said women and the said periodicals (be
it an excess of celebrity cellulite, excessive celebrity sexual adventures,
poor dress selection, a lack of undies, or the good old fashioned 'holier
than thou' in relation to PR savvy young ladies on wrecking balls).

Alert moderator

Andrew:
Well said Zing +1

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 10:35:40am

Fudgsicle:
I'm sorry, who raised you to believe that your only chance of success is via
your sexuality? I've never had that experience and I can't say I've ever met
another woman who claims to have. 

What do you think will possibly be achieved for feminism by portraying
women as incapable of thinking for themselves? Obviously Margaret
Thatcher, Julia Gillard, Golda Mayer, Amelia Earhardt, Marie Curie didn't
feel so obliged to accept that suggestion. Why do you?

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 11:31:18am

whogoesthere:
Nicely summed up !. I agree.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 4:06:49pm

John1:
No Zing, that would be hypocrisy!

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 4:28:32pm
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Dave:
They are so many variants of feminism that the word itself is reductive and almost
meaningless. For example feminism in the west is used both to ban and support the
niqab, prostitution and the likes. It's time to give up expecting a coherent set of values and
attitudes under the guise of feminism. It's a free for all.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 3:17:32pm

Nell:
I like the way you declare honestly that you know very little and understand less
about the broad and diverse movement of women seeking to improve their lives in
whatever situation in which they find themselves.

As a man you need not bother with any of this and just sit back and have a laugh
and enjoy Youtube - and congratulate yourself on having been born a man. Well
done you!

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 10:36:12pm

JoeBloggs:
So true Nell.

Life is perfect and blissfully easy as a man, which is why males are overly
represented in suicide statistics.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 11:37:34am

R Supwood:
Who is bey once? Is there a bey twice? Can she cook?

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 3:18:24pm

Future Nomad:
No, but I bet she could sing about her latest bout of sex. What a magnificent
contributor to the world.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 3:35:24pm

Daniel:
Are you saying that sex isn't a thing to be celebrated? If not, you're doing it and
thinking about it wrong. Just sayin'.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 10:52:16pm

Mitor the Bold: 21 Mar 2014 2:25:56am
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"What a magnificent contributor to the world."

I know virtually nothing about her except that her husband made a record I liked
a while ago by merging his black album with the Beatles white album to make
the grey album. If you merged Beyonce with, say, Mylie Cyrus and threw in a bit
of Katy Perry you'd still have a grey album - in fact, it'd be virtually invisible. it'd
be so insipid you'd only be able to see it if it moved.

However, she still contributes more positivity than all the bankers, miners,
News Corp employees and Russian gangsters combined. Is she a feminist?
What on earth is one of those? Depressed women down on each other for god
knows what, like the author? Women who know what they want and brook no
opposition in going out to get it, like Beyonce? 

I think you make a choice as either a man or a woman - make the most of it, or
make a lot of noise about how it's better for everyone else. I think feminism won
a long time ago (in the West) - it's a shame feminists are reluctant to recognise
as much.

Alert moderator

Megan:
Feminism did not "win a long time ago", it is still and issue everywhere in
the world. 

The sexual objectification of women is something that happens
everywhere, the placement of value on a women because she is pretty or
"sexy", or the type of clothes she wears, or how well she conforms to
societies expectations for her. 

A feminism is someone who recognizes that these issues of sexual
objectification and inequality are real, and wants to do something about it.
What these people want is equality, and they want people to know why.
Why equality is such a big issue, why it hasn't happened yet. 

The very view that feminism has won is an example of how the patriarchy
has twisted what has happened in the past and made it seem like what we
have now is so much better. What we don't hear about is the reports of
sexual harassment that happen everyday is businesses, cases of unequal
pay in workplaces for the exact same amounts of work. But the real kicker
is that some issues are staring us right in the face. Women are taught from
a very young age that she must be pretty, and that all other women are
competition that must be overcome if she is to find her man. It may not be
said in as many words, but is expressed and emphasized in magazines,
on television, in film and, shockingly, in the news.

Is is hard to believe that what feminists want is equality, so women can
earn the same amount as men, so that they can walk down the street

21 Mar 2014 8:01:42am
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without being harassed, so that their opinions count just as much as their
male counterparts? 

Feminism has not won, and the media is a prime example of how far from
victory we are.

Alert moderator

Jimmy Necktie:
"Women are taught from a very young age that she must be pretty, and that
all other women are competition that must be overcome if she is to find her
man"

Who teaches them that? My daughters certainly don't hold that view.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 9:08:32am

Mitor the Bold:
Mine neither. She is somewhat preoccupied with her looks, but no more
than my son. It's a war zone in the bathrooms in the morning.

My experience in the workplace showed me that women are the equal of
men, but I'm a sample of one. If the stats show that women are
discriminated against in roles for which they are equally suited then I stand
to be corrected. But personally, for what it's worth (which might not be
much), I have not witnessed it.

What I have seen, though, is fewer women at the upper levels trying for the
upper levels. I don't know why that is, but ultimately it's my anecdotal
experience so is largely irrelevant. I'd like to know the percentage of
women rejected for upper level roles vs the percentage of men rejected for
upper level roles - absolute numbers at the top ignore the proportion of
candidates that are male or female. If 100 men go for two roles and 100
women go for the same roles you would expect one each. Is this the
observed result? Does anyone have the stats?

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 11:04:31am

Gomez12:
""Women are taught from a very young age that she must be pretty, and
that all other women are competition that must be overcome if she is to find
her man"

Who teaches them that? My daughters certainly don't hold that view"

Jimmy, Don't ask that question. It might make people wonder about the
answer. 

21 Mar 2014 11:13:57am
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Then they'll start thinking awful thoughts like "But the vast majority of
primary carers in early childhood are women, the majority of childcare
workers are women... the majority of primary school teachers are women...
the majority of secondary school teachers are women.... Why the HECK
are Women teaching Girls this crap!?!?!"

But, you're a man, and are therefore responsible for what women say to
women, and girls, and what they think, and how they feel.... and the
choices they make... but you can't have any input (you patriach you!)
because they are your equal in every way.... because they are strong, and
empowered and not sexual in any way... except when they are of course...
and that's fine for them... but not for you, you are bad and dirty for having
sexual attraction....

and shortly after that bit your head explodes from mass illogic overload.

Basically Women and Men are fairly equal in society but some women are
total failures and seek to blame men because it's so much nicer to have a
scapegoat than look inward at yourself. Some men are total failures too of
course, they just have to look further for a scapegoat, and they don't get
opinion columnists to support their views.

Alert moderator

JoeBloggs:
Gomez12,

It is the fault of men because they are the ones who write the womens
periodicals that are replete with criticisms of other womens body shapes,
fat content, dress style, choice of man, sexual adventurism etc etc etc.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 2:08:40pm

Jimmy Necktie:
"It is the fault of men because they are the ones who write the womens
periodicals"

The what now?

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 3:27:40pm

NoSuchBeast:
"Feminism has not won, and the media is a prime example of how far from
victory we are."
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There's that word we again."We"
Natalie Barr blew your myth away this week.
(I can now see her being crucified by the misandry industry for the rest of
her life.Accused of treachory and rape of their false ideology)

If you think that every woman bar those (like you) who claim to be 'in the
know' of how oppressed 'they all are', then you are engaging in a self
deprecation larger than any non-existent 'travesty of gender justice', than
the imaginary one that fuels your fire.

Mountain meet mole hill.

Alert moderator

boofette:
"Women are taught from a very young age that she must be pretty, and that
all other women are competition that must be overcome if she is to find her
man"

Trust me - it is much worse to be a man in this situation. Women are far
more selective than men, therfore you would find if you're an unattractive
or under/over weight male you'll find it near next to impossible to find a
woman willing to be your partner...or even look at you.

I regularly see unattractive women punching well above their weight find
men. Landing a man is easy, landing a woman on the other hand...very
difficult

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 4:25:13pm

boofette:
Really?? You've heard of Jay Z and not Beyonce?? I call BS. If you've
never heard of Beyonce you've been living under a rock with your eyes
shut

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 4:20:18pm

taxedoff:
sex object or modest virgin. is a falsehood and suggests that these are the only 2 ways of
viewing a woman. there are many women in the public domain who are portrayed by
other more realistic ways. in relation to the film clips theres a degree of coercion by the
corporations but not all women chose or are stuck in this area. many artists have artistic
say in their work and their contracts as well as independent recording avenues.
whilst underbelly is a likely target and legitimate in its portrayal of women , not all vision
of women is as crude. just out of curiosity how would ruby view julie bishop a sex object ,
a modest virgin or ........
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Alert moderator

Ruby Hamad:
That line is a reference to the virgin-whore dichotomy. Anne Summers applied it to
Australia in terms of 'Damned Whores and God's Police.' It's really just a way of
identifying the way women, especially young women, are compartmentalised and
demonised for having sex. You took it a little too literally.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 4:49:52pm

Zing:
Ruby. I think the virgin-whore dichotomy is a bit old fashioned. Especially with
the average shelf-life of a virgin having shrunk in recent decades.

Nowadays, the more realistic dichotomy that men use is "women who'll sleep
with me"/"women who prefer to sleep with someone who isn't me". 

It's probably some kind of biological prejudice. Our reptile brain telling us that if
someone isn't family or friend, then they're not worth any time or effort unless
there's a possibility of coital payoff. If it exists, it wouldn't be hard to see how it
could influence our social and professional interactions.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 6:48:57pm

mike:
Zing I think you've identified the elephant in the room here.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 10:51:37pm

Jimmy Necktie:
can I say then that it is confusing for those of us trying to understand the
argument? 

Are you saying there are many ways (currently in use) to view women, but it is
those two particular ones that pop stars are exploiting?

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 7:42:16pm

Megan:
Not even that just pop stars are exploiting them. 

While there are many ways of viewing women, it is those two that are
commonly employed by the media, the entertainment industry, retail
services, advertising agencies, etc. to sell products. 

Other ways of viewing women are very seldom used. In a patriarchal

21 Mar 2014 8:07:57am
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society, if a women doesn't want to sleep with you, she is obviously a
virgin and doesn't know what she's missing out on. If she does want to
sleep with you, then she can't be a virgin, so she must be a slut. While
there is nothing wrong with either of these status', the way they are used
implies that there is.

Alert moderator

Jimmy Necktie:
Hi Megan, I'm afraid I can't agree with your synopsis.

"she is obviously a virgin and doesn't know what she's missing out on. If
she does want to sleep with you, then she can't be a virgin"

I hear that but I've never met anyone who thought that, and I've been
around.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 9:02:27am

JoeBloggs:
I completely agree with you Jimmy.

In all my years I have yet to meet a male to thinks let alone says such
simplistic rubbish.

Yet I have met and heard many a women promote such concepts.

Perhaps it is because they have no understanding of how men think that
females project their own minds and way of thinking on to us.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 11:44:58am

Adman:
The one actual reference you use in your article comes from Jezebel? Really? It is part of
the Gawker media group that rely on click bait. They live to create controversy, more
clicks, the more they can charge for advertising. It is basically the nets version of Today
Tonight.

I also find you assumption that guilty until proven innocent is the way to go, rather
troubling. Do you really want a world where a person can make any kind of accusation
against another, and that person is considered guilty until they can prove their
innocence?

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 3:22:40pm

Bev: 20 Mar 2014 6:28:43pm
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Already fact in US universities and colleges. President's Obama's "Dear College
letter" instructs universities and colleges to set up a sexual abuse/harassment panel.
Complaints and accusations are to be referred there and not the police. Why
because the panel used the preponderance of evidence(civil standard) rather than
the criminal standard of evidence thus bypassing the constitutional guarantee to due
process. Men have been unable to have lawyers, often may only give oral evidence
do not get to see her evidence or even cross examine. Often found guilty with no
evidence except an accusation. While they won't go to jail they are banned for ever
attending any college or university in the US and fees paid (often tens of thousands
of dollars) are confiscated.

If you follow feminist legal discussions reversing the onus of proof for rape trials is a
target. One in which ever change to rape laws draws closer too.

Alert moderator

Future Nomad:
It's difficult for me to care anymore. Western feminism has wrecked attitudes towards
sexuality, and natural interaction between men and women forever. As a result, I just
avoid western women now.

As for the 'music' mentioned in this article, well anyone with half a brain knows rubbish
from the likes of Beyonce is just commercialized, lowest common denominator stuff, and
sets a horrible example to impressionable children.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 3:32:02pm

Suzanne:
Thanks, on behalf of all "western women", for avoiding us. That saves us from
having to deal with one more aggrieved anti-feminist. I feel sorry for the "non-
western women" you are no doubt bestowing your attentions upon, however.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 5:06:01pm

Fred:
Great article, Ruby.

As a male I have always found it odd that female pop stars feel taking their clothes off and
acting like porn stars is 'empowerment'.

I really feel sorry for the young girls growing up today, for whom all of this is 'normal'.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 3:32:15pm

whogoesthere: 20 Mar 2014 3:59:02pm
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I'm a woman, and these silly pop stars annoy me too, so do the lingerie 'footballers',
and alot of young women who seem to think looking 'tarty' is a worthy gooal.

But, it's really not my business. Empowerment means choice, as long as they freely
choose to dress/bahave that way it's up to them. Sure it reinforces stereotypes, but
that's the free world for you.

I read an article awhile back about a dwarf (little person ?) who was a lawyer. He
wanted other little people to stop hiring themselves out for partys, as it reinforced
stereotypes that meant people didn't take him seriously as a professional. One of
those who did hire himself out (had his own business) said 'I have fun, I make alot of
money, sorry I'm not going to stop'. It's the same type of thing.

As for young girls today, well my mother and mother-in-law were stuck in the gender
stereo type of 1) get a job for a couple of years 2) get married, quit job 3) have kids,
be a housewife. There wasn't much choice about it, unless you wanted to defy
society norms. I'd rather be a girl today.

Alert moderator

BJ:
Some men will do anything for attractive women who appear to be sexually
available. The men are so busy anticipating what the woman wants that she only
has to hint what she wants and she will get it, making this form of power invisible.
Attractive women have access to a form of power that the rest of us can only
imagine, so they are empowered. There are other reasons to dismiss women who
meet their needs in this way, but don't underestimate their power.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 10:56:00am

Chris L:
The choices for female entertainers is not limited to sexually explicit or prudish, those are
simply the two easiest choices. One of my favourite singers is Sinead O'Connor, who
uses neither of those choices. 

I believe Blondie, Stevie Nicks, Allanis Morisette, Tina Turner and a host of other female
artists managed to find an audience without resorting to either selling their sexuality or
denying it. Possession of talent and a point will gain longer lasting success than tight
pants and cleavage.

As for photography being the objectification of women, I feel you're saying it's fine for
women to pose for photos but men had better not enjoy looking at them. Why not protest
at the objectification of men in romance literature? It may not be specific men, but it
cannot be denied that such books influence how the reader thinks of men. I see both as
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pretty harmless, I'm just wondering at the double standard.

Regardless, I refuse to feel bad about my appreciation of the female form.

Alert moderator

Melena Santorum:
I submit the following additions to your list of female performers who tick 'none of the
above' on the virgin/notvirgin dichotomy:

Bjork; Lady Gaga; Kate Miller Heidke; Kate Bush; Annie Lennox; Grace Jones;
Kathleen Hanna; Tori Amos; Corin Tucker; Juliana Hatfield; Kristin Hersch; Tanya
Donnelly; Carrie Brownstein; Mary Timony et al

While some of the artists I've mentioned are outside of Top40 popular music culture,
they're hardly figures whose names are only whispered in the underground, and I've
probably forgotten to mention more talent than I've recalled here.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 4:17:15pm

currawonky:
Excellent comment Melena. You've touched on something I was told years ago
by a good friend who works in the music industry. She told me there are
basically two types of music - music good enough to sell on its own merit, and
music which requires sex to sell it. The artists you've named are definitely in the
first category. Where is Beyonce? Hmm.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 1:51:27pm

priya :
As the article was written in regards to the Terry Richardson sexual assault
allegations, Hamad is not targeting you n for enjoying the 'female form' but the article
is directed at female pop stars with a mass global following of millions, who choose
to support a guy whose reputation is highly questionable, at best. 

And how are men objectified in romance literature? Take any novel by the queen of
romance literature Jane Austen, and you'll see male romantic leads who are mostly
simply respectful and considerate of women. 
So if these novels do influence how readers think of men- which man would not like
being thought of as a considerate and respectful person?

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 5:08:04pm

Chris L: 20 Mar 2014 10:57:57pm
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Priya, take a look at pictures of women from that same era you mentioned and
you'll see they are far from sexualised... but that's not the era being discussed. 

As I said, I consider romance novels to be pretty harmless, but I think it
hypocrisy to suggest men enjoying a picture of a voluntary model is any more
damaging to women than getting hot a bothered over reading Shades Of Grey
is to men. In short, it's not.

Unless Terry Richardson also took the Peta photos and others mentioned I
would say the article was not limited to his work. The accusation is that
sexually provocative photos of women turns them into objects, I suggest try
comparing them to photos of actual objects like a lamp or a couch and you will
see a difference.

Alert moderator

currawonky:
Oh hooray for some common sense! Well said Chris L.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 1:47:45pm

Applaudanum:
"If we are naming and shaming those that keep Richardson employed, then to what
extent should we also hold these businesswomen responsible for funding and supporting
an alleged sexual predator?"

Anyone can become an alleged sexual predator at any moment. Funding and supporting
an 'alleged' of any kind should not be tainted with accusations of supporting the alleged
actions themselves. Supporters of a convicted sexual predator, on the other hand, could
more accurately be regarded as supporting the behaviours that the predator was
convicted of.

"However, the album also contains the hit Drunk In Love, a collaboration with husband
Jay Z, in which the rapper sings (and Beyonce echoes), "Eat the cake, Anna Mae", a
reference to a scene in the Tina Turner biopic What's Love Got to Do With It, in which Ike
Turner assaults her. This apparent celebration of domestic violence has done nothing to
quell Beyonce's reputation as a feminist warrior."

Notice the word 'apparent' here. How does the use of such a quotation become a
celebration of domestic violence? Presentation does not mean endorsement. Ideas can
be presented rhetorically in such a way as to promote the abnegation of what is
presented. For example, a video that contains domestic violence can not necessarily be
regarded as promoting domestic violence. There is the distinct and likely possibility that
such a video is instead showing that domestic violence is wrong.

The video does indeed include the distinct objectification of the female form, Beyonce's
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female form in particular, in a manner that is undeniably favourable towards
objectification. I find it strange that Hamad doesn't mention this directly, but instead
chooses to concentrate upon the 'apparent' celebration of domestic violence.

Alert moderator

Orion:
"And so these always skinny and always pretty women...."
Yes it's just not fair is it? 

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 3:47:48pm

Melena Santorum:
"the rich and famous exist in their own world and play by their own rules"

This seems to be the awful truth that, to me, would have made a stronger basis for your
article. As it is, it's a bit confusing what the issue is - Terry Richardson; sexism; feminism
and popular culture?

When you take the quoted section for granted, Miley's claims to be the 'biggest feminist'
are revealed to be pop noise designed to keep us entrenched in a faux debate rather than
discussing the destruction of the middle class and its inevitable crisis for capitalism.

Patriarchy is real and the widespread subordination of women is not a coincidence.
However, there are many axes of privilege/subordination and while the looming threats of
the information economy do not make gender issues obsolete, I think there's a case to
argue that they bring other issues to the foreground.

Please don't interpret that as an apologetic, an attempt to say, 'feminism is a good idea
but its time just hasn't come yet'. It's just that figuring out how to control our machines and
how to resist those who program the machines is a greater priority than the paucity of
female stereotypes within contemporary pop culture.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 3:52:26pm

ardy:
Ruby why do all feminists bang on about women being used for their attractiveness and
selling themselves. Do you want to ban the oldest profession?

Why don't you all just bugger off and leave people to express their sexuality the way they
want to and if that makes them money then don't try to portray them as victims. 

If a male displays his rampant sexuality you all go into over drive, along with a bunch of
sexless men all shouting to 'keep it in your pants'. When a woman does a similar thing
but for money we get from you "Of course, it's not primarily their fault. Pop stars operate in
a wider context that generally gives women two options: sex object or modest virgin. It's
not surprising many will choose the former."
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You over simplify, in your futile attempt to ring fence peoples sexuality. You never know
what goes on between both single, partnered or married people unless you are there.

This is just another stupid idea to control the freedom of sexuality we all fought for..

Alert moderator

priya :

Ardy- if you read her article right, you would have seen that she does not claim
Beyonce, Lady Gaga or Rihanna is a victim just because they're making money by
expressing their sexuality- it's the ordinary women living outside the world of
celebrity that have to cop the sexual objectification that these women in the limelight
are perpetuating. 

She also does not pass judgement on single, married or partnered people so that
point is moot. 

Also by claiming that she is trying to control the freedom of sexuality - you yourself
have resorted to a wrong oversimplification of her argument. 

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 4:31:33pm

Jim:
Feminism has made women work and suffer like men instead of being able to create a
wonderful family on just one income like in the past. And yes become sex objects instead
of ladies and mothers.

Have you noticed that the enemy of humanity told the women who where the most free
and had the highest living standard in the world that they were being oppressed. They
didn't push feminism on any non Europeen countries.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 4:08:29pm

Magpie:
Ah, you reached too far. You had me going with the bizarre troll that women only
became oppressed and brutalised AFTER feminism. That was insane, sure, but I
could almost believe someone could hold that view. But then you went and added
racism and white burden to your troll attempt. A bridge too far, my friend. Troll
detected.

Excellent try, though. I think there really are people who are almost that deluded. I
especially like the irony where you seem to identify yourself as part of the masterful
white male race, benevolent and godlike bringer of civilisation, without seeming to

20 Mar 2014 5:25:51pm
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notice the idiocy of your position. A wonderful juxtaposition, on one hand claiming
such an overwrought legacy, while on the other engaging in blatantly moronic
reasoning. Very good parody!

Alert moderator

Jim:
Did I push the boundries of political correctism too far? 

Isn't it funny how it is always the antiwhites who push feminism diversity and
mass immigration into all and only white countries then call normal people
names for saying that it leads to a world with no white people.
Antiwhites never call Tibetans racist for wanting to stay Tibetan.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 6:38:41pm

Radical Transparency:
Personally I'd love to be a stay at home dad ...is that what you mean.
The nuclear family was propaganda aimed at getting women back in the home after
they tasted freedom in the workforce during WWII..
But even then you need a village to raise a child.
Instead let me suggest that the relentless push for greater profits drives up the cost of
living so much that it's not possible for one income to support a household anymore.
Nothing to do with feminism, everything to do with blind consumerism in a death grip
with free market capitalism, ...you know, just sayin.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 12:25:43pm

Jim:
Feminism was pushed on every white country and only white countries that happened to
have the worlds highest living standard and the 'white male' was called the oppressor
after he build the most liveable societies the world has ever seen and freed women from
the factory and office cubical. 

Now thanks to feminism women have to work too just to support their children if they ever
had children. Now there are an army of women who were denied the right to have a baby
looking for the people responsible for pushing feminism on them when they were young.
Do the research ladies and you will be surprised.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 4:28:48pm

JoeBloggs:
Fair point Jim.

For a purely economic perspective you are right.
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Double the supply (the number of workers) while the demand remains the same
(jobs) and the rate of pay is likely to halve in real terms.

Hense the need for two incomes to support what one income could previously
support.

I vote men stay at home from now on.....can we call it Meninism?

Alert moderator

Magpie:
Did you know that it only became illegal to rape your wife in Australia in the
1980's and 90's?

For most of human history and in most countries, women have not been
permitted to have control over their lives. They have been forced to marry who
their father chose. Their husbands could legally rape them. They had no
access to contraception, no safe means of abortion, and a high chance of death
in childbirth. If they left their husband, authorities would return her to her
husband. If she persisted in leaving, she would be denied the right to legally
work for pay.

Most of that has been true in this country, in living memory.

And you think Jim made a fair point?

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 5:39:37pm

Bev:
When ever somebody comes out with a blurb like this straight out of
gender studies 101 I ask what have they been smoking and politely
suggest that they read something other than feminist history. Just one titbit
for you. Are you aware that women in the middle ages could pursue 3
trades while men were legally limited to one? Also if you read The
economic history of women you will find a great many women ran their
own businesses even when they were married (fancy that!). You have
been fed a highly distorted view of history.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 6:38:57pm

whogoesthere:
But that doesn't make what Magpie said untrue does it. The people with
power in the world have overwhelmingly been men, and still are.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 9:01:22pm

Bev : 20 Mar 2014 10:08:12pm
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True but where does the average Joe sit? This is an example of the apex
fallacy. Most of us have little power.

Alert moderator

JoeBloggs:
"True but where does the average Joe sit?"

On the apex of the fence?

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 9:00:59am

JoeBloggs:
"The people with power in the world have overwhelmingly been men, and
still are."

Though, as people like Maggie Thatcher, Christine Milne and Ms Gillard
showed, all you need to do is put yourself out there and make those
difficult choices that would see you become a leader (choices the vast
majority of men and women find repellent).

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 9:00:31am

Magpie:
Bev, as I said, MOST women in MOST countries, throughout MOST of
human history. Your tidbits are exactly that. Minor exceptions to the
overwhelming experience of most women throughout history. That is not
feminist history. That is just history.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 10:06:53am

JoeBloggs:
Magpie,

Most men, in most countries, throughout most of human history also do not
get to be leaders etc.

Leaders of any sex have always been the exception, regarless of whether
they attained their role through warfare (Joan of Arc) or by birth (Queen
Elizabeth I).

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 11:50:22am

Magpie:
Do you understand the difference between being a leader, and being able
to make basic decisions about your life? Do you understand the difference
between being a world leader, and having the legal right to refuse to have

21 Mar 2014 1:34:55pm
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sex, or the legal right to have paid employment?

This is the most surreal discussion I have ever been in. I point out how
very far feminism has brought the previously horrendous position of
women, and the answer is, "but not all men are world leaders, so... uhhh.
It's all the same". This is bizarre.

Alert moderator

Bev:
On the continent during the middle ages women could and did complain to
authorities if their husband did not perform. Being cuckolded was not the
only reason men were paraded through the street backwards on a donkey.
I have got many more examples showing that women were not oppressed
as feminists say right back as far as the 9th century.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 4:32:10pm

JoeBloggs:
Hello Magpie,

Interestingly I did know that, and other things like how women were
prohibited from having a bank account, couldn't get loans, weren't allowed
to lead armies in battle (Joan of Arc excepted), can't be priests in the
Roman Catholic church and have yet to be elected the president of the
USA (one of the few remaining western nations that has never had a
female leader).

Perhaps my poor spelling confused the matter, and yes I do think Jim has
a point in relation to the economics of increasing the suppy of workers
(and what happens to wages in real terms). A phenomenon that began
(arguably) during WW2 where women successfully replaced men in the
industrial mass production workforces and supplied a vast army (literally)
with their labours.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 8:56:28am

Dove:
White men built the modern world on the backs of slavery, serfdom, child labour and
the exploitation of women. Do grow up.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 6:18:32pm

Bev : 20 Mar 2014 10:15:02pm
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I would suggest that the most exploited people are men. Civilization only keeps
going because of the sacrifices men make. Did 10,000,000 women die in the
trenches? No conscription for women. I don't see women making up the
majority of workplace deaths. I don't see women in mines and on construction
sites. I do see women spending 70% to 80% of the disposable dollar (money
left over after all bills etc. are paid). I do see western woman as highly
privileged. More so than any one else.

Alert moderator

JoeBloggs:
Bev,

'Men' fall under the category "serfdom" (and "slavery").

Which was in reality the lot most men lived with in real terms right into the
industrial revolution. Nor should it be lost that in those sweat shop
factories of old the women and children (while housed separately from
their men folk) were also required to work in terrible conditions just to earn
enough to survive another day.

Dove makes a very valid point. It was (and really still is) how our society
works.

Consider for a moment who paid for the greatest artistic treasures and
paintings, musical master pieces, amazing architecture (ie. churchs and
mosques). And who made it possible for wealth to be consolidated into the
hands of the few who were able to afford and commission such things?

One can argue the greatest western cultural treasures were paid for on the
backs of, and by the sweat of, slaves, serfs, children and women. The
sames applies to infrastructure and industrial output.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 9:12:46am

Dove:
"Civilization only keeps going because of the sacrifices men make"- satire,
right? By your unusual stab at logic, a prisoner in solitary confinement,
with air conditioning and a colour tv lives a more desirable life than a
labourer. Just because you can find something worse doesn't mean what
you have is ok. The point is that women have been treated a a subordinate
class in society and all you can cough up is some bumf about the
trenches. Come back to me next April.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 9:17:34am

Eagle: 21 Mar 2014 9:47:57am
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On the contrary, his point was a valid one. The modern world was built
primarily by males, both in a political and physical sense. It is also men
who died most in it's construction, and were disposed of en masse when
political expedience demanded they make a blood sacrifice. The fact that
you're incapable of viewing those societal expectations as incredibly
oppressesive reflects on a blinkered world view, dependent on common
identity to produce sympathy.

That you can view the whole genocide of a particular demographic in
society (notably encouraged by feminists of the time like Pankhurst) as
'bumf', indicates a shocking lack of compassion. It is fine to argue that
women were oppressed. It is not fine to use it as some weird revision of
the suffering of other groups.

More to the point, you cannot one hand argue that women on one hand
built the modern world whilst using an analogy describing them cloistered
individuals cut off from labour roles. It's contradictory logic.

Alert moderator

Bev:
How long do you think society would keep going if men downed tools?
Even during the war when women manned factories there was a vast
number of men doing the shitty but necessary jobs to keep civilization
going.

I am well aware that many women had to give up work after marriage. If
however you look at all facts the reasons why become apparent. Welfare
was virtually non existent. So if the husband lost his job the family was in
dire straights. So a woman who took a job after marriage was quite literally
taking the bread from another family. Keeping a house without mod cons
was much more difficult and time consuming so it made sense for
someone to stay home and since much work involved heavy labour it
made sense for men to do it.
Women could have bank accounts without their husbands approval if they
had an income coming in. Just as my mother and grandmothers did since
they both ran businesses. Feminists have concocted a limited, cherry
picked version of history which like many feminist "facts" just falls apart on
close examination. Which is why feminism is on the nose because people
no longer take feminist "facts' and "stats" without examining them.

" some bumf about the trenches" Defines your attitude to men doesn't it?
6,000,000 million died in the holocaust. 10,000,000 in the trenches but
according to you that's just routine and not a problem or a sacrifice.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 9:58:09am

olive: 21 Mar 2014 10:09:41am
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Bev wrote: "I do see western woman as highly privileged. More so than
any one else."
So being closer to reaching equality now means 'highly privileged'. How
grateful should we be, Bev? 

"Did 10,000,000 women die in the trenches?" No, but how many have
been raped and killed as civilians? You need to see some war
photographs.

"No conscription for women." I see number of women in military on the
increase. 

"I don't see women making up the majority of workplace deaths. I don't see
women in mines and on construction sites." Because they didn't get
employed. But as the above, the numbers are increasing.

"I do see women spending 70% to 80% of the disposable dollar (money
left over after all bills etc. are paid)." Fair dinkum?

Alert moderator

Gomez12:
Olive, about the mines I can tell you that's crap, they didn't not get the job,
they bleeding well DIDN'T APPLY.

I did a stint in the mines and was even asked by my recruiter if I knew any
women prepared to go up the mines to drive heavy machinery - no licence
required, they'd be trained (male candidates of which there was plenty
were required to have the licence already) - But they couldn't get many to
go, not even for that great "Mine-Money" of a few years back.

The reason the mines wanted them (and still does I believe) is that
Women are statistically safer driving heavy machinery so the insurance is
cheaper and potential down-times are less. 

So Women are recognised as the preferred employee, are actively sought
after for some of the highest paying jobs in the workforce and are simply
not taking them due to the perceived hardships. That's not "Sexism" or
"Bad Men" or "The Patriarchiesses" it's simply Women making their own
choices about what they will and won't do for employment.

But don't let that stop your victim-hood, or your man-hating rants devoid of
substance - it's pretty much the primary fuel of feminism at this point.

And "Privileged" isn't far off the mark either. Apart from average salaries,
what are Women's "struggles"? 

Are they suffering from being No.1 in Healthcare Funding? (Men are No.

21 Mar 2014 11:35:20am
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16 for reference) 

Or Perhaps you hate the Longer Life-span? 

Does representing a mere 2% of workplace death and injury weigh you
down? 

Or perhaps it's the Higher Quality of Life over your extended life-span that
really gets your goat?

Is it the increased happiness? The lower rates of depression? 

Or maybe the fact you earn less but spend vastly more annoys the
buggery out of you? 

Wait, I know, it's the automatic presumption that you're the better parent
that's filling you with Rage? 

Or is it the greater amounts of government funding in every area of life
that's the burden?

Let us know Olive, I'm sure if we band together and work hard we can get
rid of at least SOME of those for ya!

Alert moderator

JoeBloggs:
Gomez12,

No it is none of that.

They are upset because men have a higher rate of suicide than women.

"they'll do anything to get out of taking the rubbish out you know Berryl"

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 2:14:01pm

olive:
I can tell you few things Gomez12:
my grandmother worked and earned her pension
my mother worked and earned her pension
I am working and earning my pension

Therefore in my family 3 generations of women have been earning living

21 Mar 2014 3:39:39pm
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plus they were doing housework. I have nothing to answer to you.

Your and Bev's rants are deeply offensive.

Alert moderator

Gomez12:
I can tell you a few things too Olive, in answer to your points:

I don't care. And this is not relevant to any previous post of mine or yours. 
I don't care. And this is not relevant to any previous post of mine or yours. 
I don't care. And this is not relevant to any previous post of mine or yours. 

Therefore in your post you have made no relevant points. 
I also have nothing to answer for. This does not seem relevant to any
previous post of yours or mine either.

I don't care. And this is not relevant to any previous post of mine or yours. 

Seriously, what is your point? Do you disagree with me, or are you just flat
out offended it's been said in public?

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 4:15:51pm

JoeBloggs:
Spot on Olive.

Rough estimate suggest about 26,000,000 females died in WW2 out of a
total approximate death toll of 60,000,000.

Pretty close to half isn't it.

As for disposable income - clearly shoes are more expensive than beer....
wink.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 12:01:45pm

mike:
White men brought the concept of universal human rights despite all that, Dove.
Not present in any other culture. Sad but true.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 10:57:54pm

Dove: 21 Mar 2014 9:23:10am
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Universal human rights, as we regard it (and there are other versions)
came from those over burdened white men of western europe. True. But
human rights meant men's rights. US founding fathers didn't include
slaves or women, both needing a war to precipitate emancipation. The
French didn't bother until after WWII and some parts of Switzerland didn't
think universal meant women until yesterday's fondue. I might also add
that universal human rights don't apply to the people we are currtently
dropping bombs on. I guess what I'm saying is that the notion to which you
refer is selective, subjective and coexists with the very actions that you'd
think were it's absolute opposite.

Alert moderator

mike:
The people we are dropping bombs on don't believe in human rights of
any kind, Dove. And the notion of equal rights for women is also a product
of Western culture only.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 11:11:18am

Dove:
Do you mean that because we drop bombs on people that they don't
believe in human rights or that our bombs can tell the difference? 

One of the spin offs from the communist take over of china and subsequent
cultural revolution was that for many years it lead the way in gender
equality. Equal to go to to a re-education camp for sure, but also equal in
the good things. There are also western countries that, by our standards,
don't have equal rights for women.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 12:16:27pm

mike:
Dove, you seem not to know this but Communism - the ideology that drove
the cultural revolution in China - was a Western ideology. Marx was
German, not Chinese.

Our bombs are dropping on the Taliban, people who believe neither in
women's rights, gay rights, religious freedom, freedom of speech, freedom
of association, freedom of thought, or any other freedom you can think of
except the freedom to oppress others.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 2:55:16pm

Zing: 21 Mar 2014 3:22:39am
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The building of the modern world led to the creation of a social environment in
which modern feminism is now accepted as a valid point of view.

So in a sense it seems that by building the modern world, men indirectly built
feminism as well.

Alert moderator

Dove:
Only in the same way that human sacrifice put men on the moon

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 10:55:15am

JoeBloggs:
"one small step for mankind"

A pretty inclusive statement if I ever heard one.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 12:03:45pm

Zing:
Sacrificing yourself for your goals tends to be inefficient. 

For that reason, it's human nature to prefer to sacrifice other people for our
goals instead.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 3:03:44pm

Steve F:
That's the conundrum with feminism. People who claim they support and promote it can't
agree on what it is. If females can't agree on what it is, how are males supposed to
understand it?

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 4:36:19pm

Clownfish:
If nothing else, the author has to admit that pop stars like Beyonce at least serve the
(dubious) purpose of giving her something to whinge about, and make some mileage out
of years otherwise wasted pursuing liberal arts degrees.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 4:39:06pm

Magpie: 20 Mar 2014 4:48:48pm
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Wait - what did True Detective do wrong? I thought it called out misogyny and showed it
for the messed up disfunction that it is.

Alert moderator

Kelloveck:
That's exactly the way that I viewed True Detective but I believe that others disagree.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 12:09:41pm

foxlike:
"Pop superstars may pay lip service to feminism and women's equality when it suits
them, but like their famous photographer friend, their relative power and celebrity
insulates them from the worst repercussions of sexism and women's objectification. That
burden falls on to the rest of us to bear".

Your last paragraph is basically the whole article. The concept of women's sexual
'liberation' as the central tenet of feminism has always been a bit of a furphy. You don't
call it feminism to swap one form of male oppression for another. 

So-called sexual liberation of women was and still is instantly taken up and massively
exploited by the capitalist entertainment industries - esp. pop music and fashion, which
are still dominated by self-serving egotistical men, dictating how 'liberated' women make
money for them.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 4:51:12pm

ardy:
Doglike: If women were smart enough they would not let egotistical men dictate
fashion to them. They are gullible and easily led - just stop buying from them it's
soooo! simple. Yet it is beneath your brains to work it out.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 5:07:05pm

Leslie:
Wow, what a joke you are. Really all women huh. I for one don't follow fashion
trends, read vain magazines or listen to these carbon copy mass produced
entertainers. I buy from OP shops and any other decently priced clothing stores.
i read newspapers, autobiographies and non-fiction and spend my days writing
online copy. So thank you for telling me every woman on earth is a dimwitted,
vain person. 

It is men like you who are the exact reason feminism came about. 

21 Mar 2014 1:12:48pm
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how would you like it if I said all men were dull, dimwits who only discuss footy,
cars and treat women as sex objects and will only give time to pretty women.
Don't paint half odf humanity with one brush.

Alert moderator

JoeBloggs:
"and fashion" - ah yes, ... fashion... something average men neither know nor care
about.

About as informative as the one liner "I only wear a low cut top showing my
cleavage to feel good about myself".... fat chance.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 12:06:41pm

Steven:
You can't rely on (mostly male) sport stars to be role models because they are mostly
young, poorly guided and living in a world centred on their physical ability. Similarly, we
shouldn't rely on music stars, who use media attention and attention grabbing behaviour
about their looks and sexual behavior to generate sales, for their guidance as to the
appropriate treatment of women.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 4:51:18pm

Gordon:
Is feminism necessarily a collective thing? I'm genuinely interested. 

I get the point that one woman using sexual imagery, playing up to male egos, etc., to
succeed makes it harder for other female entertainers to succeed without layering sex
onto everything. I think it would be very frustrating to be a talented female musician but
not fit the current mould for the sexy popstar. 

But entertainment is a competitive business. Should a macho-leading-man actor not
dress well in his suit so as to give a fair go to his rival?

To succeed in her own way and on her own terms. Isn't that feminism too? When does
responsibility to be a role model for take-no-prisoners success stop, and the responsibility
to be a role model in sisterly solidarity begin?

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 5:03:33pm

Seano:
"When does responsibility to be a role model for take-no-prisoners success stop,
and the responsibility to be a role model in sisterly solidarity begin?"

When Ruby walks in and starts objectifying role models in Her own image.

21 Mar 2014 11:03:00am
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Alert moderator

Jim:
The feminist movement was led by Bellamy Abzug, Betty Friedan and Gloria Steinem.
Non of them were German by the way. It was Edward Bernays, Sigmund Freud's nephew
who got women to smoke by calling cigarets 'touches of freedom'. They were not German
ether, but now women not only work like men but smoke more then men which harms the
few children that they do have.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 5:16:59pm

CptAhab:
Reading this article only proves to me that feminism has run its course. Having said
everything worthy already it is now desperately struggling for relevance and is picking
amongst the bones of a long dead carcase trying to scratch out a living. 

I would like to think that most people have much more important issues going on in either
their own lives or elsewhere in the world in order to consider this obscure nonsense to be
relevant to them. 

Many men like women and many women like men... it's how babies are made and the
human race continues to survive. Unfortunately I don't think that I will live to see a future
generation where the sexless feminists have all died out... but I'm confident that it's
coming.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 5:20:40pm

BJ:
The female performers mentioned in the article all adopt a very similar model of sexuality
because their record companies tell them to do so. They routinely claim to be non-
conformists, but they are carefully following the new conformity. Furthermore, they claim
licence to conduct their sex life however they want, but every second song is a break up
song, complaining about an ex-boyfriend who left them. They promote the new double
standard, whereby women can sleep around, but men who move on should feel guilty.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 5:23:32pm

Hudson Godfrey:
I think I mostly disagree with this because no matter how carefully you couch it in
measured terms what it becomes is somebody saying "I don't like this kind of sexual
overtness" or "it offends me" and segues quickly into issuing demands to be protected
from it. 

Perhaps it's not the author specifically wanting to say or do any of those things but
certainly many who think this is a priority for feminism have their priorities wrong. Not
wrong because they don't want to be put upon by patriarch value systems that emphasise

20 Mar 2014 5:26:43pm
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sexual appeal in women, but wrong because they go about the business of navigating
empowerment by seeking to strike a disempowering bargain. 

Beyonce is a remarkable stage performer and Stefani Germanotta an accomplished
musician and songwriter in addition to having more flair than Liberace. The fact that
Adele looks different than them or that someone may belong to a generation that idolised
Joan Baez just tells me that if they're not drawing comments in the same vein as Billy
Ray's girl is then you can't think of enough good things to say about them. Dolly Parton
had it right, when somebody suggested she might help young Miley she replied "Help her
do what? Count her money?"

Maybe it works like this. If we don't spend a whole lot of time critiquing Daniel Craig's
portrayal of a state sanctioned killer in 007 movies then is it really because he's a man, or
because we understand suspension of disbelief. Anyone who needs to be told that the
female imagery within anything from "Backdoor Teen Mom" to "Wrecking Ball" isn't real
seems to me to have created for themselves a double standard within a double standard
so all that emerges really is that sex is bad but killing is okay! 

I'm not sure how that makes us more equal girls? 

Alert moderator

VoR:
Your first paragraph is clearly wrong HG, as the article didn't become somebody
being offended or someone issuing demands to be protected.

Your second paragraph says many people who see this as a priority for feminism
are doing feminism wrong. Even if that were true, so what? The author isn't one of
them.

As for paragraph three "The fact that Adele looks different than them or that
someone may belong to a generation that idolised Joan Baez just tells me that if
they're not drawing comments in the same vein as Billy Ray's girl is then you can't
think of enough good things to say about them. " Huh? You lost me.

Paragraph four - you seem to think you've proved that the author has said that sex is
bad? Or you think you've proved that someone at some time said that sex is bad?
Just a straw man argument since the author neither said nor implied anything of the
sort.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 11:44:05pm

Hudson Godfrey:
Gosh I must have imagined all those references to "objectification" and
"oppressive sexuality" then? 

There are good reasons to say that sexuality should by no means be seen as

21 Mar 2014 11:17:18am
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the only source of female empowerment, but when there are clearly good
reasons why entertainers attain prominence then as human beings and artists
of course their sexuality is part of their image. We're so highly evolved as a
social species to be attuned to others' sexuality that it is said men think about
sex momentarily and women only slightly less frequently. So of course when
we see celebrities we wouldn't be seeing human beings if we didn't see sexual
beings. We do so even when the kind of sexual being we see is a neutral one.
So the emphasis can shift, of that there is little doubt, but the matter of who sits
in approval of that runs the difference between questions of taste and questions
of propriety, and here the unavoidable obstacle is that feminism is setting itself
up as an arbiter of propriety. 

Propriety doesn't derive from the feminist core value of equality. It derives from
being something a majority of women may from time to time prefer. If that
becomes distorted into saying anything that women want may be called
feminism then I think that's wrong. The kinds of things that empower women to
rise above patriarchal attitudes are those that in fact free them from the tyranny
of their own fears of impropriety. The first question is whether you want equality
and the freedom not to be constrained by what men think, the second whether
you're willing to be made just as miserable being constrained by what the
sisterhood think! 

Alert moderator

EvilGenius:
Until the true cancer that lies at the heart of this issue, money, is removed as the key
factor then very little will change.

The sad truth is that sex has been a trade-able commodity since the dawn of time and it
still is.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 5:43:41pm

Eric Glare:
A whole other facet to the fake feminism of the music videos discussed is their treatment
of men - usually all suited up as if they just stepped out of the 1950s. Doesn't seem like a
feminist foil for the nudity and explicit sensuality to me. Suits of course are designed to
hide sexuality and body form so that viewers see the men for their 'rightful' power and
wealth. This is most evident in the rules for black tie dress code where it is extremely
ridged for men but women can wear almost anything short of an easter egg wrapper. Yet
we commonly see this type of ancient discrimination and inequality in modern videos of
female singers.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 5:48:40pm

EvilPundit: 20 Mar 2014 6:16:13pm
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@Eric Glare - The power and wealth of men is a sexual attractant for women - just
as the curves and youth of women is a sexual attractant for men.

Both the scantily clad women and the suited men are sex objects.

Alert moderator

Eric Glare:
Yes and that's a good generalisation if you are in the 1950s or earlier. Not
many men wear suits to the footy or out to a nightclub. In fact outside of work,
suits are mostly worn only when required by a dress code, often begrudgingly.
The point is many of these videos show old fashioned versions of men as sex
objects -as they do women.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 3:13:59pm

Deb:
I have thought for some time that the way that Bouncy (as I like to call her) and her mates
carry on in their videos is vulgar and ridiculous and I don't really want either my son or
daughter watching it. On the other hand I have high hopes of them growing up with some
taste and not being interested. If all someone wants in life is to be famous I guess they
can degrade themselves however they want to, the important thing is for those viewing
the antics is to recognise that is what is happening.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 5:49:24pm

JoeBloggs:
Fair point Deb,

It reminds me of soft and heavy metal singer wearing skin tight leotards that display
all and sundry.

Vulgar? Perhaps.
Ridiculous? For sure.
Sexually attractive to the opposite sex? So it would seem.
Degrading? They certainly don't think so.

I do laugh at how woman think, a naked Miss Cyrus = skank, a naked Lady Gaga =
artistic expression of feminism in action. To men both are just PR stunts to make
money for themselves.

I guess we should just learn to only like cultured things like the statue of David, or
the statue of Aphrodite of Knidos, or perhaps the erotic frescoes of Pompeii. Shall I
go on?

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 12:17:00pm
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havasay:
Great article Ruby you make very salient points

Personally it annoys me when women like Beyonce claim to be great feminists and then
proceed to flaunt every greasy aspect of female sexual exploitation, but to some extent
they may not be aware of the wider context of the problem in the world music industry

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 6:03:34pm

JoeBloggs:
Why should she be ashamed to use what she has so someone "puts a ring on it"
and also gets millions of dollar in record sales if that is what she wants?

Are you equally disturbed by the statue of David?

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 12:18:44pm

Jude:
If they're free of negative consequences, then by definition, they're not being oppressed.

Women objectify people too, y'know. The attendant at the service station who takes your
money when you buy petrol - are you concerned for their growth as a person? The post
office staffer who sells you stamps - do you make the opportunity for just the two of you to
be alone so you can listen to them? The person from whom you bought lunch - do you
care what decisions they're conflicted about? Unless you live in a very small town, the
answer is "No." You don't care about them as people - you simply use them to get petrol,
postage and lunch. The same goes for an army of people you interact with throughout
your life, who serve your needs without you caring for them as people. You use them as
instruments to satisfy your needs. You objectify them. 

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 6:04:43pm

stephen:
The 'modest virgin' would be our Kylie, ?
But then, it is her image, her selling point, and Beyonce's sale is the opposite : her
persona has a history which all girls want, as she has lost innocence yet has remained a
star and has retained - bogus, though we know it is - a concern for the biggest themes of
youth : identity and self-liking.

I'll bet that all this is at the instigation of a media professional.
It is a cover for no talent ; talent which should refuse to burden itself with useless
metaphors.

She cannot even sing.

20 Mar 2014 6:17:46pm
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Alert moderator

Chrism:
What an amusing article.

It is always funny watching an academic feminist go through all the mental contortions
and double think required to maintain adherence to the absurd and inconsistent
analytical framework they have constructed to describe the world and also stay PC at the
same time. The various conjugations of "objectify" are hilarious.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 6:29:33pm

vadi:
Chrism, agree absolutely. The convulsions that people go through over what is
really a pile of twaddle. Why would the ABC consider guff like this even worthy of
our attention?

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 10:34:46pm

Maddi:
Ruby, I have often thought this over the years - I agree that all these self proclaimed
feminist pop stars and other stars in other fields are not really portraying a feminist
lifestyle or values. The message has been completely lost and perverted (not morally or
sexually - of course there is noting bad or sinister about in your face scanty skanky
clothes and raunchy behaviour, especially for survivors of the flower power and hippie
era butkeep it in its place) - the message seems to have just gone off key ... and the
medium is the message so often .... by the way who on earth is Tony Richardson (I'm so
old now I've already forgotten his name ... apologies) ? Never heard of him, he doesn't
rate anywhere on my feminist radar .... actually, not very men do in the long run, most are
too conditioned to be MCPs by their mothers, still - go figure.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 7:25:04pm

Sidneysaid:
The feminist diatribe goes on and on, constantly taking aim at all men and any women
who, by their own free will, may choose to exploit their own sexuality for the money it
gives them. 
Not all want to be or are capable of being commissioners for one of the many quangos,
many of which are setup and run by women for women, they may not want to be
parachuted into a political seat simply because the party have a quota to fill and even
fewer want to sit around a table with a bunch of obviously debauched men especially
after having just crashed through the proverbial glass ceiling. 
It is becoming apparent they don't know what they want but they are crystal clear about
who the enemy is, all men and they are all guilty till they so otherwise. They do their
cause no favours by their feminist zealotry.

20 Mar 2014 7:26:09pm
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Alert moderator

Sally:
Shock horror, fashion is an industry that exploits women. Never thought of that one
before. And Beyonce uses her attractiveness to sell records. Talk about stating the
obvious.

You women are wedded to the wrong meta-theory. The Patriarchy does not explain
relations between men and women very well. Of course there are some sexist, misogynist
men, but guess what there are misandrist women too. Women are not an "oppressed
class".

The more you keep telling us that we are, the stronger the backlash will grow.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 7:40:44pm

Sally:
Shock horror, fashion is an industry that exploits women. Never thought of that one
before. And Beyonce uses her attractiveness to sell records. Talk about stating the
obvious.

You women are wedded to the wrong meta-theory. The Patriarchy does not explain
relations between men and women very well. Of course there are some sexist, misogynist
men, but guess what there are misandrist women too. Women are not an "oppressed
class".

The more you keep telling us that we are, the stronger the backlash will grow.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 7:45:19pm

Worse case scenario:
I have as little to do will ideological 'movements' as I can. Through experience I have
come to the conclusion that too many of the people who gravitate to such things and
promote them are actually mostly concerned with making their own lives much better.

Hitching a ride on the coat-tails of a 'movement' certainly gives their own avarice the
cover of respectability and laudable intent.

I'll cop flack for this statement, but I can't help but notice the deafening silence from the
'Feminist Movement's' mouthpieces about Tony Abbott's words and actions ever since he
announced his paid maternity leave scheme for 'women of caliber'.
Sort of illustrates my point, doesn't it?

I await a response.....

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 7:47:04pm
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Michael Wild:
Ruby Hamad would fight far better against rape and sexual harassment (both excellent
causes) if she?d save her feminist jargon/ideology for fellow believers. Disputing whether
someone is a ?real feminist? is as pointless and sterile as arguments about ?real
communists? or ?real Christianity' to the 90% of thinking people who do not identify with
such groups. 

Only a blinkered ideologue who rarely bothers looking would believe that ?sex object or
modest virgin? are the only options open to women in todays? society. There are ?normal
happy, relatively equal couples you know! I?m sure we outnumber lesbians. The feminist
texts about sexual ?objectification? of women don?t survive a look in the clear light of day
either. In most porn the women are not presented as objects to be gawked at. They are at
least active enticers and are more often pretend to be as active as men. (See the
Australian empirical study ?understanding pornography?). I accept its sexual
misinformation- but it?s clearly not ?objectification?. Put the blinkers aside and see the
real world Ms Hamad.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 7:48:16pm

Pete:
Who is this article addressed to? Who seriously claims Miley Cyrus or Beyonce have any
feminist credentials whatsoever, despite their phony claims. No-one with half a brain
honestly believes the world of pop does anything but objectify women. Sure, it's
damaging to impressionable teens, particularly the poorly-educated who admire, and
seek to emulate their music heroines (look at the people in an outer suburban shopping
mall Supre clothes store for evidence of this) . But everybody else realises it's just
Holywood, and rates low on the relevance scale. Efforts to encourage women to naturally
reject pop industry messages as part of a more comprehensive view of feminism would
be more useful than picking on this dinosaur industry, as if it has some important,
independent existence.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 8:27:10pm

Factsseeker:
Beyonce is a poor role model. The days when being a 'sexy' woman gets you everything,
is slowing receding into the mists of history. Employers no longer employ you because
you are sexy. Self-obsessed women (and men) spend too much of their time trying to out
do other women in the office. Research also shows they expect to do less work and get
special treatment by their bosses. 'Strong women' are actually a pain. They are 'know-
alls' who want to boss people around and really get very little effectively done because
the DO NOT LISTEN. Most employers are getting wiser. These people who imitate
Beyonce and go around with a self-important attitude will find it increasingly difficult to get
promotion no matter how sexy they look. As for Beyonce and other sexually self-
obsessed people, they only bring long term misery to their partners and people around
them. No matter how good the sex is for now, they are never satisfied. They will soon be
looking elsewhere for the next bit of sexual novelty. Sex is only a very small part of most

20 Mar 2014 8:29:34pm
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people's lives. The relatively small percentage of sex obsessed people are self-centred
and usually have no real interest in the world around them. They are boring and bored
themselves. That is why they are looking for the next sexual novelty.

Alert moderator

JohnC:
The sexual objectification of women occurs with the active cooperation of women who
perceive that they will gain an advantage by allowing themselves to be objectified. You
see pop stars as accountable for this, but don't believe this is true of women in general.
The fact is that, while pop stars may have more "agency" than some women, they also
have more to lose (like tens of millions of dollars and worldwide fame) from taking a
stand.
Giving women in general a pass on this issue and focusing on a few celebrities is a way
to guarantee that nothing changes.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 8:50:40pm

Paul Morris:
As a father I am sick and tired of women in our culture thinking they are "empowered" by
being overtly, visibly and aggressively sexual - it is a lie and our girls are being sold out
by these so-called role models. The celebrities both cause it but also are a reflection of it.
It is all pervasive in our society, and the media love it. People are making squillions off it. I
hear you say ... but it is one thing to dress up as a sl..t, and get breasts enlargements
because you are a porn star. It is another thing entirely if you, as woman, choose to dress
in a sexually provocative fashion in public or on facebook, get an enhancement because
YOU want it .... and you do it on YOUR terms, whilst being very intelligent end erudite ,
and you make it clear that it is YOUR body and YOU control it rather than some patriarchy
that says women can't enjoy sex ..... but here's the rub ..... men make no distinction ....
they still see women who have gone to the trouble of making themselves visibly sexual in
a way that conforms to the old patriarchal stereotypes ..... and they still feel that women
are doing it because the women want to be looked at, sexually fantasised over, and there
for their sexual enjoyment. And no artificially big breasted peroxided feminist in tiny
shorts and a lace bra is going to convince me otherwise. Mainly because .... I am not
listening to anything she is saying ....

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 8:52:33pm

Jimmy Necktie:
"so-called role models"

Indeed. I don't believe they are role models. Just because someone is famous or
popular doesn't make them a role model. It's a mistake to treat them as if they are.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 10:12:17am

Ali Sun: 20 Mar 2014 9:24:58pm
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I don't believe that the pop stars mentioned in the article ever claimed to be the answer to
'feminism' and truthfully I dont think feminism actually exists anymore in a singular
standard. All women like to think of themselves as feminine and beautiful and there are
many ways that women can use that 'beauty' to say something about themselves whether
its a song movie book etc. Lets not forget that Cate Blanchett just won an Oscar,
addressed the role of women in movies and is also inspiring many young girls not to just
shake their thang for a quick buck. Beyonce does not speak for every girl ..... I dont care
for her or her music but I certainly see why she is in her current position of power and I am
not offended. Why? Because I have a brain and intelligence and amazingly I am not
convinced that she is the sole idol for all females. 

Can I also add that I was a massive Kylie Minogue fan at 11 years old then at 15 I
discovered an all girl grunge band. Now I am 37 I can safely say that wearing a short skirt
to Coles does not get me free milk and bread and I married a man who I love to take care
of...... popular culture has no bearing on reality.

Alert moderator

Anth:
A couple of things worry me about this article. I'll set aside the innocent-until-proven-guilty
issue, which does worry me but has already been pointed out by many others above.

First, the author hasn't really explored the idea of who the intended audience for these
music videos is. Do we know much about the age and gender profiles of those
consuming the music videos, as opposed to just consuming the songs via radio or online
streaming or whatever? Some artsist who do have an overtly sexual style (Katy Perry
comes to mind) seem to have much larger female fan bases than male fan bases. Yes,
that's an impressionistic call, but I'm not the one publishing articles on The Drum. There's
at least a plausible hypothesis that these images are made by women, and projected
towards an audience in which young women are a significant, and perhaps even
dominant, demographic. Alternatively if, as the author suggests, artists like Beyonce
really are pandering to male demand for objectified women, this should be easy to spot
from the consumer demographics. And yet none of this is discussed. Is outrage easier
than research, perhaps?

Second, what sort of music videos is the author suggesting? Something where, instead of
gyrating, the female performers engage in constructive dialogue while planning their
careers in non-traditional occupations? Can she identify the audience for some
alternative, more acceptable-to-her genre of music video? Would such music videos sell?
If not, why should the artists sacrifice income in order to keep the feminist army happy?

Such a sacrifice would be in vain - there would just be something else to rant about.

Alert moderator

20 Mar 2014 9:52:52pm

Kevin52: 21 Mar 2014 12:28:01am
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Ruby.
Why is it that a bit of nudity in entertainment gets such an overreaction from feminists like
yourself?
Most free thinking people, male and female don't really care.
A couple of pop singers get their gear off and suddenly people like yourself are jumping
up and down and telling us that we've gone back to pre 1950s values.
Chill out Ruby.

Alert moderator

Forrest Gardener:
Ruby, did it ever occur to you that what you regard as feminism may just be different to
what others regard as feminism?

What is left is one group who call themselves feminists, seeking to suppress another
group with different views.

A bit like the old trade union demarcation disputes really.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 5:27:20am

Seano:
" their relative power and celebrity insulates them from the worst repercussions of sexism
and women's objectification. "

Indeed ladies, when you do finally get around to concocting your police report, try to
make sure that the victim doesn't have any popular friends who might back up his
defence that you're spinning yarns just for the fun of ruining an innocent man's life. There
are plenty of wealthy nobodies that nobody likes for you to choose from, so why make all
that extra work for yourself picking on celebrities who have friends in the business, whe
you know they'll only make your job all that much harder?

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 6:29:30am

Alfalfa Man:
There is no doubt that women are deliberately sexualised in these videos. I won't argue
with that. But I will argue that complaining about the concept of 'objectification' is at best
disingenuous. Objectification is common among both males and females across the
spectrum. Certainly many female predators objectify men with obvious financial means.
The whole celebrity culture is one of many examples of objectification. To isolate
objectification and limit it to just the sexual becomes nothing more than a strategic attack
on male sexuality.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 8:04:07am

bunyip: 21 Mar 2014 9:03:11am
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Well done Ruby. It is time the flesh trade was called out for what it is. Its sole purpose is
to make money. It is not empowerment for women. It is just titivation for the salacious.
Shame on women who pander to it to make money at the expense of all other women
who have to live with the consequences of false images of women. 

True power for women comes from a good education and economic control over your life.
It stands to you in the long run too, unlike the fleeting life of a model or a pron star.

Alert moderator

Steve_C:
But Rubes; you're seeing this through the eyes of a woman who hasn't as yet opened her
eyes to how it's no different for men.

The tatts, the symbols and behaviors that supposedly tell the World this bloke is 2,000
million% 'machismo'!! 

And the weak minded buffoons of this World still talk about how "cigarette advertising
made men look sexy and attractive to women and the women they attracted were ready
willing and able whilst appearing like role models to their fellow women" as if such a
concept was the exclusive preserve of the tobacco touting industry alone!

When 'smart phone' technology is being used to pump the present sexual identity
attitudes down our teen's throats via the sort of peer pressure that would have seen me
smash any mobile phone given to me if I was a teen growing up these days, because of
it's constant pervasiveness; there's little hope for our future generations - simply because
the numbers stack up against those who would have the sense, 'strength' and conviction
(without being religious about it) to ram their mobile up the derriere (even metaphorically
rather than physically but either would be effective) of any of their peers who was
constantly haranguing them.

And there-in lies the problem with carrying on about the same thing in the mass media. 

The numbers game is always going to be against those hoping for some rational,
reasoned, dispassionate yet effective, immediate and consistent reaction to the sorts of
gender imaging that not only the music industry shoves down our throats, but also the
advertising industry in general.

Just look at how men (and women... and kids for that matter!) are depicted on our TV
screens these days!! The blokes are usually shown as brain dead gits who haven't got a
clue they're knobs whilst they demonstrate their selfishness (e.g. that series of stupid
cruise ads) while their women put up with them; which is purely unrealistic given any self
respecting woman would have kissed such a blokes butt good-bye long ago... and the
kids they supposedly share, shake their heads at how two such numbskulls could have
ever existed in the first place - especially given how they as kids are just the ant's flamin'
pants!!

And these depictions of gender are used to sell everything from fly spray to vehicles to
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cosmetics and fast food and drinks!! Hell; the Coke ads are breathtaking in leveraging
pop-star style gender hypocrisy to flog the product. 

And all done to make MONEY.

Regardless of gender, it all ends up revolving around MONEY!! Come on Ruby!! Get with
the program!!
Sell your body and soul for a few bucks! It'll be the ride of a lifetime; even if you end up
finding out the chiseled abs tattooed sex God guy they promised you'd get, turns out to
have a soprano voice and a decided taste for blokes who primp and preen just like he
does!!

Ain't that just the modern World - a

Alert moderator

Ian McFadyen:
What is not addressed here is that female stars like Beyonce and Miley Cyrus are not
designed to be nor are they regarded as sex objects by men. Their audiences are young
women. Their sexual antics cater to and shape the sexual fantasies, self-images and
aspirations of teenage girls. Though supposedly expressing "sexual empowerment" - i.e.
the right to make choices about sex - their costumes, body language and general life-
styles are more about "empowerment through sex" - i.e. you can achieve fame, wealth
and happiness if you are "hot". Their sexuality has nothing to do with love, friendship,
intimacy or trust and everything to do with fashion, status and conspicuous consumption.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 9:16:51am

Jimmy Necktie:
I'd say, in the case of Cyrus, it's an attempt to distance her image from her previous
Hannah Montana, squeaky clean pre-teen image. Marketing.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 10:15:18am

Nihilistic culture:
The Beyonc? song you mention in the article is sick and nihilistic on all levels. A real
product of the shallow 'Andy Warhol culture' that predominates.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 9:38:30am

Radical Transparency:
Well said Ruby.
Perhaps, and I must emphasis PERHAPS, we need a fresh take on this.
We all agree that when a man stands in front of child and acts sexually it's just wrong!
Well perhaps we should remind women that when they stand in front of a camera to act
sexually, they are also standing in front of a child and acting sexually, because invariable
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they are. This too is just plain wrong!
Censorship is a joke in the modern age, and we delude ourselves that somehow it won't
end up on Saturday morning television, on the smart phone or in the playground. All we
can do is remind these pop divas that they are effectively acting in a highly sexualised
way in front of children, simply so they can make money.
Neuroscience has very clearly established that a massive rewiring event occurs at the
onset of puberty. This huge adjustment has evolved in order to turn an asexual solitary
child into a sexual adult capable of relationships. Nature holds the crucial element here
and we would do well to listen to it. We propel children into adulthood before nature
intended, and all so we adults can freely enjoy our desires unhindered. But you clearly
articulated the consequences of this in your article.
Maybe we should tax sexualised content in any form. It'd be tricky to do but not
impossible. The social sciences work with aggregated subjective data all the time (ie one
person's opinion is subjective, but the average of 100 peoples opinion is technically
objective when sampled properly). A rating of sexual explicitness (or other measure) is
used to identify the tax bracket that is then applied to adds, videos, magazines etc. It
might mean the ABC could no longer afford to produce Rage, but ...meh, I'd be ok with
that.
Some might call me a prude (which is actually a invalid argument as it's both ad-
hominem and false) but I maintain that all aspects of public life should be as devoid of
sexuality as possible, simply because children will be watching it, and whatever
happened to allowing children to just be children.

Alert moderator

Melena Santorum:
Please show me the neuroscience and other research that supports your marginal
argument.

Your special pleading that children ought to be allowed to be children makes your
entire argument seem incredibly tenuous.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 12:49:23pm

Ghoulie Jail:
"children ought to be allowed to be children"
Sounds a lot like >

KidsFree2B Kids

"Kids Free 2B Kids is committed to children developing to their full potential -
without exposure to sexualised imagery before they are developmentally ready
to process it."
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Anyway Who needs neuroscience when you have a mission from God?

Alert moderator

possum:
RUBY and RADICAL TRANSPARENCY - 

Thankyou for your wonderful article Ruby and Radical Transparency, for your well
thought out response.

I have expertise in child development for many years now and have kept up my
research program. I am in touch with the neuroscience that accompanies the study
of child development.

Melena Santorum will have to do her own research to see that what you are saying
is unequivocally correct.

I was reticent to make comment here after reading so many comments denigrating
the author.

I do resent being called a pseudo feminist by a commenter. For those men who
support and understand where Ruby is coming from, I thank you. I can assure those
men that the liberation of women is intrinsically aligned with the liberation of men
also.

Part of being oppressed is not knowing you are oppressed and so it appears that
many women are their worst enemies.
In a way I feel sorry for Beyounce and Miley as they are are oppressed and insult
men. I guess their money gets them by along with their youth and ignorance.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 1:56:26pm

Militant Millicent:
"Part of being oppressed is not knowing you are oppressed"

What a lovely way to harness an advertising gimmick.The best one in fact.
Part of being thirsty is being reminded you are, even if your not, and then
bombarding you with enough falsehoods it becomes your 'normal behaviour'.

But I digress>
Part of being paranoid or deluded is believing something which doesn't exist,
does exist.
Gravitating to similar thoughts and individuals is therefore not surprising.
The trouble is these 'cults' have a critical mass.
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I advise new recruits to avoid the cordial.

And I doubt Miley,Kylie,Lady Gaga,Madonna or Beyonce want or will ever need
your sympathy.They are doing just fine.
And what's more they probably empower more young women than this author
ever will.

But then, generic cola, just doesn't cut it for most cola drinkers.

PS:
Please Aunty, I know it's footy season, but don't wheel out the old 'Buddy
Franlklin T Shirt war', again.
And in winters cold embrace, please refrain from re-running the 'women should
be obese, if they choose to be',brigade.
We lose far to much knitting and ironing time as it is.

Alert moderator

possum:
MM - read your response several times. I admit I really have no idea what
you mean - please explain in a clear manner so that I can understand what
on earth you are meaning....

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 4:02:23pm

possum:
Ps. MM 

Never suggested these women would need or want my sympathy.....my
comment was confined to Miley and Beyounce, especially Miley as she is
so young and still vulnerable. Saying I feel a bit sorry for them does not
suggest that they NEED or WANT my sympathy.

I never mentioned the others you do. Madonna is from a completely
different generation and her performances were nothing like the current
ones we are talking about.........I'm just being honest - do not get you.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 4:12:28pm

JoeBloggs:
Hi Radical Transparency.

Western society has been taught over millenia, via religious indoctrination, to
consider sex and human nakedness to be evil, wrong and something to be
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disgusted by.

Other cultures on the other hand had not received such indoctrination and viewed
human sexuality as a healthy, normal and natural aspect of human life, no more evil,
wrong or disgusting than the nakedness of other animals or the sexual acts of other
animals.

I strongly suspect it is because of the judeo-christian indoctrination that there such a
vast amount of issues and guilt within western society when it comes to human
sexuality.

As you so aptly demonstrated.

Alert moderator

dan:
Yes pop stars must remain covered up to prevent women's oppression. Displays of
female sexuality and flesh is pandering to the patriarchy. Best keep women covered up
and non sexual.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 10:13:01am

Jimmy Necktie:
the "patriarchy" has been replaced. The only one's putting expectations on women
are women.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 10:31:50am

Radical Transparency:
So what if this were viewed from another angle.
We're talking about the use of very basic, very primitive drives. Dopaminergic
stimulation in the viewer in order to buy a product or watch the adversting associated
with the display. What ever else you might want to call it, it's basically manipulation.

Dan, do you like being manipulated?

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 11:44:39am

Melena Santorum:
If dopaminergic stimulation is as manipulative as you suggest then why/how
does marketing fail?

You can't attempt to use neuroscience to obscure a non-functioning model of
media effects.

BTW Your idea about the tax was not a good one.
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Alert moderator

possum:
Before you get stuck into me, I must apologise for accidentally referring to
you as 'she.' Perhaps you could back up your statements with factual
evidence as you ask others.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 2:30:56pm

Jimmy Necktie:
I'm dismayed by much of the propaganda and spin presented in many of the comments.
We'll never get anywhere by exaggerating and, in cases, fabricating the past and then
using that as some measure of the present.

As usual I don't see anybody interested in actually solving problems, only complaining
about them.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 10:19:24am

Radical Transparency:
Good point. Lots of rhetoric, not much proposed action.
What if we taxed sexually explicit content (see post above). May not be feasible but
at least it's an attempt to suggest a solution.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 11:46:29am

JoeBloggs:
"Scorning women for having sex is a real problem and it is imperative that feminism work
to dismantle society's sexual double standards."

The scorning of women for having sex is a real problem, but one that women need to
address themselves.

In all my long years I have yet to hear a single male call, or refer to a woman or girl as a
"slut" regardless of how illustrious and diverse her sexual exploits. Though, I have heard
many a woman and many a female commentator promote this invalid concept.

I'll let you in on a male secret. Generally, men don't tell other men that their lover is
sexually illustrious and liberated (lest they have to share or miss out). Men also don't
share information that a woman may enjoy sexual intercourse with many partners as that
would reduce their chances by increase the competition they would face. Men are rather
selfish like that.

Perhaps some time in front of a mirror to reflect upon womens own attitudes to women is
in order Ruby?
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Ruby perhaps you can explain to us why do you promote this myth and by doing so
reinforce the concept that a sexually liberated woman is a 'slut'?

Ruby would you also care to attempt to explain why Miss Cyrus passionately kissed Ms
Perry (who had come to watch her show) during a recent performance? Was it because
she is sexually liberated? Was it because she is oppressed by men and feels the need to
objectify herself in order to sell records to young girls? Was it just a PR stunt to get
people talking about her, thus keeping her in the headlines, thus keeping her sales high,
thus enriching her? Or was it because she just wanted to snog Ms Perry at that point in
time?

Alert moderator

David G:
It seems you disapprove of the way in which some women behave. But what comes after
the words?

If you had power to coerse women into behaving in a certain (modest) way, would that
empower or disempower them? 

And what would you do to women who refused to behave in ways of which you approve?

It seems you can't empower women by forcing your views on them, so perhaps it's best to
accept that not all women see the world as you do. 

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 10:51:38am

Radical Transparency:
David, it's a good point you make regarding coercive powers of the state, veils etc
are not the answer either (obviously).
Part of the point Ruby was getting at is the commodification of womens sexuality.
A commodity exists in a market, and society will often put in place boundaries
around an market space. Laws are one example, taxes and incentives are another.
Perhaps we need to steer into the skid here and tax the commodification of women,
specifically sexual explicitness (see post above).
Just a thought.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 11:54:16am

Gomez12:
It must be so frustrating for a Feminist like Ruby to look out on the teeming masses and
see so many Women doing "being female" wrong! 

I'm sure if it's explained to them how they are failing womanhood those poor, misguided
"victims of the patriarchy" will understand how it's SO much better not to earn millions for
doing very, very little apart from cashing in on winning the genetic lottery - they could be
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Doctors, Or Lawyers, or Presidents or y'know, work a day in their blessed lives! 

Ruby, Should we have another word for these people, since they're not "doing woman"
right? Maybe we should refer to them as a "VOP" a "Victim Of Patriarchy" and when they
behave right and do what you tell them is correct they can be called Women again? 

You are of course the final arbiter of acceptable behaviour in your gender right? And all
members of the gender have to think and feel the same as you right? Otherwise they're
"Not Subverting Patriarchy - they're perpetuating it" (And I say good on 'em, the skill of
perpetuating something that has no evidence of even existing is something of a skill I
would think!)

Alert moderator

Fudgsicle:
"If we are naming and shaming those that keep Richardson employed, then to what
extent should we also hold these businesswomen responsible for funding and supporting
an alleged sexual predator?"

When the same thing was asked of Jay Z, you accused the world at large of racial
profiling. The first of many double-standards in this artic

"which is why feminism distinguishes between the objectifier and the objectified.
Criticism of PETA, the animal rights organisation that frequently uses women's naked
bodies in their campaigns, for example, is directed at the organisation itself, not the
women who pose in their advertisements"

Well no, YOU might make that distinction, but YOU don't speak on behalf of anyone else.
As usual you avoid asking he difficult and more interesting questions as to why women
are prepared to appear thus. What you are suggesting is that women are entirely
suggestible, utterly malleable to external influence. Portraying women as too stupid or
weak willed to think for themselves really doesn't help our cause and I'd thank you to
remember in future you speak for yourself and no-one else.

"it becomes about representation and commodification." Yes it does, it really does. For
example, websites like Jezebel and pseudo feminists like yourself earn a living from
recycling female disadvantage while making no attempt to find solutions. Expressing your
disappointment with the world at large and vaguely charging it with the responsibility of
changing itself to suit you isn't feminism. It's passive, pointless anger.

"Pop stars operate in a wider context that generally gives women two options: sex object
or modest virgin. " Oh the hell with that: Sinead O'Connor, Courtney Love, Florence and
the Machine, Deborah Harry, Clare Bowditch.

And here you contradict the above: "Pop superstars may pay lip service to feminism and
women's equality when it suits them, but like their famous photographer friend, their
relative power and celebrity insulates them from the worst repercussions of sexism and
women's objectification. "
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So which is it? They are insulated from the sexism or victims of it as you earlier claimed?

You, Ruby, do far more to support the patriarchal bogeyman with these endless
suggestions that women are no more than reflections in the patriarchal mirror rather
entirely capable of and responsible for self-definition. You seem to see women as an
image rather than as three-dimensional human beings.

Drum editors, how about you allow some real feminists to write in this forum. New blood
please.

Alert moderator

A man claps:
Clap
Clap
Clap......

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 1:31:19pm

JoeBloggs:
"Drum editors, how about you allow some real feminists to write in this forum"

You'd do just fine Fudgsicle.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 2:45:05pm

Rusty:
Why is is that attractive women, such as models, singers and actresses, seem to rarely
complain about "sexism" and "women's objectification".

Why is that?

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 11:27:56am

JoeBloggs:
Baffling isn't it.

I note in one of Ruby's earlier articles she states "the inability to see people like Jay
Z as individuals rather than black representatives is part of the problem."

I wonder what would happen if we replaced a few words:

"The inability to see people like Miss Cyrus as individuals rather than female
representatives is part of the problem"
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Ohhh dear, what have I done?

Alert moderator

Altruism:
Another contradiction: first you cite Tina Turner's abuse at the hands of her husband then
you go onto state that the "relative power and celebrity (of female pop stars) insulates
them from the worst repercussions of sexism and women's objectification."

Well which is it?

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 11:59:31am

Delstar :
I always get annoyed when someone drums out the feminism word as I believe ?
feminism? has been bastardise (excuse the pun). I think he is insignificant and defining
them by a man is kinda ignorant. He is a tool to promote who, what they do and how they
do it through his medium of photography. 

The 4 woman that you listed have a image that needs to be promoted in order for them to
sell records. We may not agree what is photographed but that does not question there
femineity it questions there stylist and image consultants. 

I am not the biggest Beyonce fan but I know when she comes to Australia all my
girlfriends want to go and see her. And it is all about seeing Beyonce as a strong black
woman singing. Not someone that weak and whimsical. 

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 12:01:22pm

HollieAnne:
I don't have a problem with mature adult women or men expressing their sexuality in a
way that doesn't harm others. I do have a problem that these women believe they must
get half their gear off to be successful, and this is reinforced by how much money we
spend on their products. I also don't like that the majority of their target market is
impressionable teen and pre-teen girls, who are being sent a message that to be hugely
successful and popular you need to shake your booty in your underwear. Or that if a
woman does not play the virgin or the sex goddess then she is either ignored or overly
scrutinised and described as volatile or uncaring. Or how important the media thinks our
female politician's wardrobes, hairstyles and diet plans are, when that of their male
counterparts is not even touched: and that people buy such media. And I dislike that that
our own prime minister has said that a girl's virginity is a gift for her husband on her
wedding day.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 12:08:28pm
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JoeBloggs:
"she is either ignored or overly scrutinised" - but by whom? women or men?

As for our current PM's statements about virginity that is a result of him being
religious indoctrinated from a young age, it is not indicative of a normal human male.
Don't lambast him, pity the poor fellow, he had no chance or choice.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 2:51:15pm

Maubere:
But HollieAnne, the "people"(as you describe them) who buy the magazines and
consume the media that scrutinize female politician's wardrobes, diet plans, hairstyles
and more are WOMEN;and what's wrong with people taking their gear off to be
successful. It doesn't mean that they're selling their soul!
Ditch the victim mentality, stop whining so much and try to be positive-you'll be pleasantly
amazed at the results!

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 12:59:18pm

fixed income:
Mainstream feminists don't get to tell sex positive feminists what they can and can't do.

Just because sex positives are removing the dogma of feminisms "objectification" of
women to empowering their own sexuality as they see fit and not being overlorded by the
radical feminist tripe that actually attempts to define how an independent assertive
woman should behave regarding their personal projection of themselves.

Mainstream feminism is worse in this regard than the "old white men" who speak of social
decorum and how one should behave in polite society. Mainstream feminists need to step
back as they fill the void they created and turn into the social watchdogs full of
doubleplusgood newspeak and moral judgements.

In another decade we won't hear the rally cry against the "old white male" stereotype, it'll
be the "old white feminists" who have replaced them.

Everyday we hear from them how men are supposed to behave, now they focus on how
women behave and have become the very thing that they hated and fought against.

Have you ever considered that given that the doctrines of the old feminists now so closely
resemble that of the "old white men" that they have replaced, that "The Patriarchy?" that
they imagined dictated to and oppressed women, ever actually existed.

But I'm sure you'll find a way to make it a mans fault that this happens, it could be that
women have always dictated their own sexuality and its presentation.

Alert moderator
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Seano:
" make it a mans fault that this happens"

If you approach the woman with Darwin's bedside manner, it's ALL our fault! If men
were not the ones dealing out the little spermies where they felt best, ALL women
would be ugly as sin. Take a look over the fence at the sheep grazing around in your
local paddock wishing they could climb trees if you never read Vestiges or
Watchtower.

That's what we'd have to live with if men weren't so careful and selective of what
they breed with.

... and this is the blimmen thanks we get! Humph!

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 2:26:18pm

Oaktree:
I don't think the women who play the gender stereotypes are doing women a favour. Have
you listened to the lyrics of some of the trash they, and men, sing? A very bad role
modelling.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 2:01:00pm

Militant Millicent:
Real men don't eat quiche.

Real feminists don't write chaff.

Real women don't care about either.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 2:20:01pm

GK:
I haven't got a clue who Terry Richardson is but if Ruby's article is correct then he is a
nasty piece of work but not unique.

However Beyonce as a feminist ??
Give us a break.
Her approach is about as old fashioned as it gets. 
It has been round for thousands of years.
She's a good looking and talented person making the best of her good looks while they
last.
Nothing new about that.
The best looking women get the most powerful men.

If she is really talented her career will outlast her [currently] stunning looks.
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Comments for this story are closed, but you can still have your say.

Alert moderator

possum:
You didn't explore the article then by clicking on links if you don't know Richardson. I
suggest that often ''the best looking women" often get the most "powerful" and
abusive men.

I think Beyonce's looks far outway her talent, especially her ability to sing - so I feel
sorry for that aspect for her.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 4:25:28pm

Jay Somasundaram:
What is wrong with objectification? Calling a person a pop star or a feminist or even a
man is an objectification.

And hey they are pop stars, not philosophers or ethicists. if we are looking to them for
moral guidance, more fool us.

Alert moderator

21 Mar 2014 2:24:12pm

Anne Powles:
Thank you Ruby. You said it well. I have just sent a copy to my 16 year old grandson.

Alert moderator
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